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means


tidy & fresh



WHITE CLOUD Saveplace® Round Towel with 
Embroidered Eyes (50 cm / 100 cm / 130 cm)

Hotel mode on! 
Look at me

50 cm - for face, hands, feet. 
100 cm, 130 cm - for body, beach. 

Towel fabric meets OEKO-TEX®  standard which is one of the 
world’s best-known labels for textiles tested for harmful substances. 
It stands for customer confidence and high product safety. 
It is softer, lasts longer, easier care, dries faster, perfectly 
absorbs. 
90 % cotton, 10 % polyester (polyester fibres improve the properties 
of the towel). 
Weight 440 GMS (medium weight). 
2 hangers. 
Machine-washable 40°C. 
Made in Europe, Lithuania.



2 hangers



I love cats

WHITE CLOUD Saveplace® Round Towel with 
Embroidered Cats (50 cm / 100 cm)

50 cm - for face, hands, feet. 
100 cm - for body, beach. 

Towel fabric meets OEKO-TEX®  standard which is one of the 
world’s best-known labels for textiles tested for harmful substances. 
It stands for customer confidence and high product safety. 
It is softer, lasts longer, easier care, dries faster, perfectly 
absorbs. 
90 % cotton, 10 % polyester (polyester fibres improve the properties 
of the towel). 
Weight 440 GMS (medium weight). 
2 hangers. 
Machine-washable 40°C. 
Made in Europe, Lithuania.



I love dogs

WHITE CLOUD Saveplace® Round Towel with 
Embroidered Dogs (50 cm / 100 cm)

50 cm - for face, hands, feet. 
100 cm - for body, beach. 

Towel fabric meets OEKO-TEX®  standard which is one of the 
world’s best-known labels for textiles tested for harmful substances. 
It stands for customer confidence and high product safety. 
It is softer, lasts longer, easier care, dries faster, perfectly 
absorbs. 
90 % cotton, 10 % polyester (polyester fibres improve the properties 
of the towel). 
Weight 440 GMS (medium weight). 
2 hangers. 
Machine-washable 40°C. 
Made in Europe, Lithuania.



I love sea

WHITE CLOUD Saveplace® Round Towel with 
Embroidered Waves (50 cm / 100 cm)

50 cm - for face, hands, feet. 
100 cm - for body, beach. 

Towel fabric meets OEKO-TEX®  standard which is one of the 
world’s best-known labels for textiles tested for harmful substances. 
It stands for customer confidence and high product safety. 
It is softer, lasts longer, easier care, dries faster, perfectly 
absorbs. 
90 % cotton, 10 % polyester (polyester fibres improve the properties 
of the towel). 
Weight 440 GMS (medium weight). 
2 hangers. 
Machine-washable 40°C. 
Made in Europe, Lithuania.





Saveplace® ROUND towels

Package



HAPPY STARS Saveplace® Baby Hanging Toy

Suitable till 2 year old. 

Why it’s important to provide your baby with toys that 
feature the visual extremes of black, white and red 
and various textures? These high-contrast colors will 
captivate and hold baby’s attention, encouraging visual 
development as well as physical activity – like wiggling, 
kicking, and arm waving. We all know that the brain 
develops rapidly in the formative early years. High 
contrast resources stimulate inquiry leading to a greater 
ability to learn. 

Two stars jingle. All stars with embroidered eyes. 
Star height: 8 cm. 
Black string stretches from 34 cm to 54 cm. 
Rings diameter: 6.5 cm (various pattern). 
Fabric: cotton & polyester. 
Made in Europe, Lithuania.



Contact
us & create cosy world together

 e: hello@saveplace.eu  m: +37060831494   w: www.saveplace.eu   a: Pieninės Str. 14-11, 08101 Vilnius, Lithuania

patented brand from 2014
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